Set of coursing pulleys - model 2022
(price list valid from December 1, 2021, price change reserved)

Packaging of pulleys
Branded case for heavy duty, manufacturer Manutan, dimensions h x w x d: 206 x 428 x 524 mm. It has a
complete black foam lining, 4 locks, one fuse, high load capacity, waterproof. I don't deliver pulleys without a
suitcase, I am a proponent of professionalism.
Pulley’s description
The pulleys are indestructible. We managed to cross the pulley with a chopper and the pulley, except for a
groove on the bottom, remained intact, only bent the steel 12mm tip. The tractor was of course KO.
Only bearings have a limited service life, depending on the frequency and operating conditions. They are water
resistant, but not waterproof.
Whole pulleys are made of 3 pieces of hard duralumin for machining, the lower and upper static parts are
coated with black matte, anodized.
The upper part is fitted with a rubber ring that is able to absorb eventual impact. Others, nuts, bolt, spacer tube,
washers are stainless steel or galvanically modified FE.
I have been developing the entire system for 8 years and previous models are in many EU countries and serve
without problems.
Fixing spikes
The tips are steel, galvanically modified, optional lengths 35cm, placement of tips is recommended to drill AKU
with a drill.
The tips and accessories are in 3 plastic containers that are part of the case. The pulleys must not be
hammered, they are only pushed.
Other free accessories
1x vidium drill 8mm, length 400mm; 1x combination wrench 19mm; 2x hexagonal; 1x bolt M12 hex; 2x M6
screw, 2x 8mm large washers, 1x 12mm thin washer, 1x 12mm washer, 1x M12 extension nut, 1x M12 ordinary
nut, 1x bearing, 1x stainless steel spacer tube, 1x micro cloth, !!!12x spare rubber ring !!!
Pulleys, price calculation
72,00 EUR / 1 pc pulley
6,00 EUR / 1 pc galvanized spike
6,00 EUR / 1 pc case for spikes and accessories
87,00 EUR / 1 pc suitcase
Total
864,00 EUR / 12 pcs of pulleys
72,00 EUR / 12 pcs of tips of your choice
18,00 EUR / 3 pcs spikes and accessories
87,00 EUR/ 1 pc suitcase
Total 1041,00 EUR
Account number 1815325353/0300
IBAN CZ7303000000001815325353
BIC (SWIFT) CEKOCZPP
Delivery Transport
The weight of the whole set in one case is 26 kg complete with spikes and accessories; it is possible to send
abroad by the transport company. The price depends on the place of delivery. The delivery method is always
agreed and any costs are borne by the customer.
Handling instructions and delivery note are included with the order.

